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My thought of seventh grade so far

On Pronoun Number day of seventh grade, I got lost a lot. I found myself at first having to

follow other people because i would get confused. My first day was Adjective and I didn't really like it.

Lots and lots of rules to go Preposition and lots of new teachers to meet. I was of course excited to see my

friends and finally get to start fresh with a brand new year with brand new faces to memorize. Pronoun

think my favorite class is Geography because I'm really good at it. Although my favorite class is Geography, my

Adverb teacher is Mrs.Hack because she's really nice, fun, Conjunction really cool! Along with

Mrs.Hack, I really like Mrs.Burchell because she's also fun and cool. The Preposition of seventh grade I

think are that it's easy, there are lots of teachers so you don't get Adjective with the same ones, and that

the hallways are nice and big and we don't need a teacher to follow around all the time. The down-sides of

seventh grade are that we have to share the high school with all of the grades Preposition us, the bigger

kids like to Verb - Base Form around the smaller kids, and also that there are lots of steps that we have to go

up and down during the day. My first-quarter special is Gym with Ms.Murray and it's really fun too! We have

student council to join so we get to organize things for our Noun . Come to think of it, I don't think this

Year school year will be all too bad after all!
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